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Introduction
It’s extremely rare that the fundamental physicality and modus operandi of 
an industry changes so rapidly, and that’s precisely what we just experienced 
in B2B marketing and sales over the past two years. Severely reduced is the 
prevalence of trade shows, dinner meetings, conference rooms, in-person 
presentations and the whole handshake-driven B2B sales process. We’re sick 
of hearing about it and yet are still reacting too slowly to it. The business world 
quickly moved to a rapid state of digital transformation, and for the most 
part, the changes have stuck. And they’ve been massive. The move to digital 
experiences has accelerated like never before.

This has resulted in fundamental changes to the B2B buyer, who was already a 
unique type of customer, given the long sales cycles, research-intensive buying 
processes, team-oriented decision making, and general risk aversion of B2B 
buying. Selling B2B often requires persuading teams composed of five or more 
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influencers and decision makers. Now, maybe working out of a home office, 
they traverse hybrid sales models and omnichannel interactions. The number 
of touchpoints has exploded. 

B2B customers have changed more than just their buying habits. Their 
lives are different. The lines between work and home – or professional and 
personal – have blurred. 

B2B buyers are constantly having their expectations set by their B2C 
experiences. They want the ecommerce option and the social experience: 
personalized, frictionless, easy, quick. You may think you are competing 
against your primary competitors, but expectations are being set by every 
business a buyer interacts with, especially in their personal lives as consumers.  

Some B2B marketers have taken note, finding their way into such unlikely 
platforms as TikTok and weekend television. But most marketers aren’t there 
yet. They and their salesforces still subscribe to the popular image that B2B 
buyers are disinterested, rational beings in their consumption of information. 
B2B marketing has traditionally been heavily product and information heavy, 
favoring facts and features in rationally constructed marketing messages and 
sales assets. But B2B buyers are also very much human. They have emotions 
and biases and human-sized attention spans. 

Companies have had their plates full realigning their commerce and marketing 
operations. It’s a lot of work and a lot of moving pieces. In the shuffle, many 
are realizing that we are in a “pole position” type of moment where savvy 
companies can leapfrog their competitors, especially as differentiation 
becomes harder. In some industries, the products/solutions have become 

The majority of B2B creative is “ineffective.” According 
to research released in 2021 from the LinkedIn B2B 
Institute, 75% of B2B brands are failing to produce 
advertising that drives long-term growth. It might be time 
for a new approach.

https://www.marketingweek.com/majority-b2b-creative-ineffective/


1Superpowers 2.0: The New Shape of Superpowered B2B Brand Experiences, 2022
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commoditized, where marginally better features and pricing are no longer 
solely a winning strategy. According to Merkle B2B research1, for better or 
worse, the customer experience gap between the winning and the losing B2B 
brands has narrowed by 51 percent since 2020. This likely means that leading 
brands regressed to defensive “maintenance” type positions in protecting their 
market share, while up-and-comers took advantage of the disruption to make 
some bold moves. And they are working. 

We’re in a rare moment where significant change can drastically affect 
business outcomes. The mix of changing expectations, reimagined buying 
processes, the blending of professional and personal lives – all of it – positions 
smart marketers to make a move away from the old ways of marketing. Hence 
the push for digital transformation. But is it enough? Have we ignored the 
human and emotional side of B2B decision making?

Maybe it’s time for creative transformation as well. Creative and creativity are 
the keys to engaging with our very human and emotional buyers. Creativity 
is how we reinvent, reimagine, and innovate in our communications and 
interactions. And it’s the secret to being able to courageously connect the soul 
of your B2B brand to the hearts and minds of your customers.

https://www.merkleinc.com/thought-leadership/white-papers/b2b-superpowers-2021
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HOW SHOULD “CREATIVE” BE DEFINED?

We often think of “creative” as being the creative department – those genius-artists 
who come up with the slogans, write the scripts, take the photography, choose 
the actors, create brilliant design, etc. Or is “creative” the ad or video itself?  Or is 
“creative” taking a new and innovative approach or strategy?  In most organizations, 
the media people will define it as the ad or the department. The strategists will think 
of creativity in the business model or strategy.

Creativity itself (i.e., imagination, inventiveness, innovation) should be considered 
everywhere, such as the campaign approach, the business model, staffing, 
governance, experience design, process – anyplace where doing something new or 
unexpected can add value and differentiation. Creativity should be embraced both in 
the studio and through the enterprise where it can be boldly applied.
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Injecting “humanity” into  
B2B marketing
B2B buyers are humans with emotions. They are now. They were a year ago. 
They were 20 or 50 years ago. They respond to humanity. Yet B2B marketers 
haven’t always been the best at recognizing this fact. B2B products and 
solutions have many aspects that seem to call for rational description: they 
are usually complex and feature-laden, expensive, and often present career 
risk if not properly scrutinized. The selection process is long and requires the 
input of teams of influencers and decision makers, often with vastly different 
consideration criteria. What persuades the CMO is very different from what 
persuades the CFO or the COO. 

All of us have learned what makes a smart business purchase: ROI. ROI is math. 
ROI is serious. ROI isn’t fun, engaging, adventurous, or inspirational. But it is 



“Creative B2B marketing is where the head 
holds hands with the heart”

—Farrokh Madon, Chief Creative Officer – APAC, Merkle B2B
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important, and we’d be fools to not understand it. At the same time, it isn’t the 
end-all of persuasion, especially as products become more commoditized and 
less differentiated.

As emotive humans, buyers are not pure ROI, feature-evaluating robots. 
People like drama. They like humor. They like novelty. Ideas like emotion, 
empathy, and values are at the heart of our culture. Buyers want to engage 
with brands they like, especially if it requires a long and intensive customer 
journey and (hopefully) a years-long relationship. Creativity is at the center of 
thinking differently. It’s what drives memorable experiences. Creativity is what 
separates a person’s attention from the sea of sameness. It’s what makes 
something “pop.”

“Emotion” might be an intimidating idea for many B2B marketers stuck in 
their ways. Can somebody “love” my enterprise software package or “fear” 
the absence of our outbound logistics services? Emotion doesn’t have to be 
unmitigated joy or abject fear. By some accounts, there are more than 70 
varieties of emotion. Many strategists use complex frameworks to start the 
creativity conversation with a deep exploration of where a B2B brand can use 
emotive creative to differentiate themselves and appeal to the feelings of their 
buyers. This can be done in a workshop with different collaborators – not just 
within the confines of the creative department bullpen, but with marketing 
practitioners, sales leadership, the CMO, and even the CEO.



Trust and confidence have to be built in many ways beyond marketing, but 
marketing should take note of the implications and find opportunities to begin 
the brand and top-level messaging with these themes, instead of defaulting to 
a calculated, cold product sell.

Humor can also be a very effective tactic to engaging customers, cutting 
through the clutter, differentiating the brand, and creating very memorable 
impressions. People like to laugh, and they want to associate with people 
who have a sense of humor. B2B brands are notoriously unfunny, despite the 
prevalence and success their B2C colleagues have had with humor.

The rapid digitization of experiences and the rise of new, younger generations 
(e.g., millennials, Gen Z) have driven fundamental changes in how professional 
life is being blended with the personal or consumer experience. People at 
companies are more open with information now. They are encouraged to share 

For example, factors such as “trust” or “confidence” can be very powerful levers 
in moving customers’ emotional connection. According to recent survey research 
by B2B International and The Wall Street Journal3, “Trust” and “Confidence” 
ranked as the most important feelings for winning brands (Figure 1).

3“Trust your decisions, A global study on business-to-business purchase decisions.” Merkle and The Wall Street Journal, a survey of 1,601 global 
B2B decision-makers, 2021.

Figure 1. Trust and confidence in winning brand is 
significantly higher than losing brand

Pre-decision connection with winning vs. losing brands (top 1 of 6)

56%
52%

48% 46% 46%
41%

37% 37%
33% 33% 32% 29%

+19 +15
+15 +13 +14

+12

Winning brand Losing brand

Trust Confidence Optimistic Aligned Pride Intrigue

Source: Trust your decisions, A global study on business-to-business purchase decisions.” Merkle and The Wall Street Journal, a survey of 1,601 global B2B decision-makers, 2021.
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https://marketing.wsjbarrons.com/trust-your-decisions-research-study/p/1?utm_source=wsj-com-trustyourdecisionsresearch&utm_medium=vanity-url
https://marketing.wsjbarrons.com/trust-your-decisions-research-study/p/1?utm_source=wsj-com-trustyourdecisionsresearch&utm_medium=vanity-url


their ideas publicly, such as blogging on LinkedIn or having a professional 
social presence. This new openness suggests that B2B customers are 
interested in topics beyond the core of their businesses.

Many buyers vocally support working with companies that share the same 
values as them – again, beyond the mechanical features of products. 
Companies of all stripes are trying to express a sense of purpose in 
their brands that touch humanity, society, fairness, and the environment. 
These themes have formalized into popular corporate initiatives such as 
environmental, social, and corporate governance (ESG), diversity, equity and 
inclusion (DEI), the triple bottom line, corporate sustainability, and the like. 
They also trumpet their philanthropic achievements as being central to the 
values their brand represents. 

The idea of “human enablement” vs. “technology” captures these concepts 
in way that can elegantly merge with a B2B brand’s core messaging. The 
company strives to move human wellbeing forward, whether that’s through the 
tactical value of their products or how they affect society at large.

A word of caution: it’s critical that companies genuinely commit to being 
purpose driven and not seem to be “purpose washing.” It’s easy and often 
detrimental to put a big, caring, socially driven message in the market without 
backing it up with real-world action. In the example below, purpose is expressed 
outwardly through creative and marketing, but manifested in the real actions of 
the company.

Having a strong emotional connection with the 
supplier accounts for 56% of the final decision.

—B2B International (part of Merkle) survey of 2,000 B2B buyers, 2019
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https://www.b2binternational.com/the-state-of-b2b-survey-2019/


REAL-WORLD PURPOSE 

Irwin Mitchell’s “Human Touch” 
campaign sets new precedent  
for inclusivity

Irwin Mitchell is a full-service law firm that supports both individuals and 
businesses. The firm wanted to express its values of diversity and inclusion 
in the company’s mission, particularly with disabled practitioners. Originally, 
the company thought it may take years to build out a team where the real 
diversity matched the powerful, emotive messages they wanted to project. 
But why wait years? As part of an ambitious TV, radio, and digital campaign 
called “The Human Touch,” they would not only focus on real-life clients, but 
the creative production team itself would be predominately disabled. With 
the help of Merkle and the British Film Institute’s disability screen advisory 
group, Irwin Mitchell assembled an unprecedented team composed of 60 
percent disabled creative department professionals to do photography, 
copywriting, filming, editing, design and more. They famously employed a 
remarkable blind photographer.
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“The Human Touch” campaign as proudly shown on www.irwinmitchell.com

https://www.irwinmitchell.com/news-and-insights/in-focus/the-human-touch/an-inclusive-campaign


A humanity-driven and emotional approach can be made super relevant 
through personalization. Personalized communications (e.g., social, email, 
salesforce) allow your communications to fine-tune emotional relevance at the 
segment, persona, or individual level. This requires the creative to be matched 
with data and channel execution tools to match the right message, the right 
tone, and the perfect creative at the individual customer level, making the 
experience that much more relevant and powerful.

Embracing emotion, empathy, and/or purpose will take courage and smarts 
on the part of B2B marketers. The tradition of sticking to largely serious and 
rational messages about features, benefits, and prices of their solutions 
certainly make sense, but the fail to engage and differentiate, given how the 
market and customer expectations are changing. Making some bold creative 
decisions – whether emotional, humorous, or purpose-driven – will be an 
uncomfortable departure for many. It will require bold support for new ideas, 
a willingness to defend controversy, a persuasive attitude, and some risk-
taking. Mistakes might be made, and learning will surely happen. This takes 
courage throughout the marketing and sales organization, from leadership to 
the creative department. B2B buyers also need to get to the serious details at 
some point in their decision journey, so marketers will have to be smart when 
deciding when and where an innovative approach is needed or a more fact- or 
product-driven approach is necessary. It will likely take both. 

Imagine the boldest opportunities residing at the top of the funnel and big 
brand campaigns where awareness, differentiation, and human connection 
are most powerful. The fact sheets and ROI messages may come later as 
vendors demonstrate their competency and value through the RFP process 
and beyond.

We’re in a moment of disruption, and pole position changes among 
competitors, as well as an evolving set of expectations from B2B buyers. This 
is the time for some new energy and bold moves.

While the campaign videos featuring real customers were a success in 
themselves, the innovative approach to staffing the team made real headlines. 
A documentary was produced about the unique team. It experienced a 
landslide of media and news opportunities to discuss their successful and 
innovation approach. The campaign hit on so many levels: Irwin Mitchell’s core 
offering was featured with the emotional stories of its customers while they 
demonstrated in a newsworthy fashion that the company was acting on the 
purpose it claimed.
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REAL-WORLD BOLD MOVES 

Grainger gains title of “MRO 
whisperer” with ASMR video 
“Empathy is everything,” says Jill Dudones, VP Strategy at Merkle B2B. “B2B 
audiences aren’t their job titles. They are people. We need to empathize with 
what they’re feeling, thinking, and doing, so that we can respond with care 
and value that uplifts them as people – and in their role.”

As Grainger’s creative agency of record, Merkle B2B infused this approach 
into the creative strategy for the industrial supplies company, which was 
founded in 1927. Grainger’s audience of maintenance, repair, and operations 
(MRO) buyers often go into their role because they like to be in control, 
according to proprietary Merkle B2B research. They like being that one 
person everyone can count on to get the job done. But the pandemic took 
that sense of control away from them. In its place remained a sense of grief, 
burnout, and despair. 

“We had to do more than just meet their functional needs,” Dudones says. 
Grainger’s 2022 campaign endeavored to give control back to those MRO 
buyers. And part of that meant building up their personal wellbeing. 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7rPSbVRVTfA


It started with a soothing autonomous sensory meridian response (ASMR) 
video to help restore a sense of calm and provide a moment of clarity during 
the high-stakes workday. ASMR is considered a rising video approach to 
creating mind-tingling, engaging content.

Grainger’s 60-second, sensory-rich video debuted on YouTube. It contains 
artistic shots of sparks, wood shavings, and the flood of cement forming a floor 
with radiant heat, among other emotive scenes. This MRO buyer’s daydream 
was scored with brilliant sound design that truly conveyed how good it feels to 
get the job done.

The YouTube video was a hit. Together with the team at Merkle B2B, Grainger 
translated the approach into other executions, including a radio spot in which 
half of the 30 seconds of airtime features a “moment of ahh” with relaxing 
beach sounds.

“What MRO buyers want is a partner who knows how to give them control of 
what’s in their wheelhouse and still guide them with the things that aren’t,” 
says Melissa Hodai, Sr. Manager of Content Marketing at Grainger. 

With forward-thinking leaders on the client side and Merkle strategic guidance, 
Grainger is now delivering on their buyers’ higher-level emotional needs, 
as well as their more functional needs, like ordering MRO supplies from 
Grainger’s website and stores.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7rPSbVRVTfA
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It’s not uncommon for the creative development 
process to come at the end of the overall marketing 
cycle. The leadership, strategy, data, channel, 
execution, and enablement teams may boil down all 
sorts of marketing objectives and targets, but when 
it comes to the creative, the brief is “thrown over the 
wall” at the end for the designers to get to work. But 
to be bold, inventive, and courageous, the decisions 
can’t be made in isolation and the instruction to do 
so can’t be by fiat. 

Creative needs to be incorporated throughout the 
team and the process.  It needs to be everyone’s 
commitment: prioritized and collaborative.

Take the Irwin Mitchell example described earlier. 
While the “creative” was executed by directors, 
artists, photographers, etc., the core idea had to 
come from the strategists and required the heavy 
buy-in of leadership throughout the process. The 
company’s reputation was at stake. Going bold with 
the diversity idea required research, commitment, 
and investment in many parts of the organization. 
The decision had implications that would affect 
their employees, their finances, their sales force, 
their lawyers, and their clients. It needed to be a 
collaborative process.

READY TO EXECUTE 

Key components of creative 
transformation 



Similarly, the Grainger AMSR video campaign required input and commitment 
from the larger marketing and operations team. The images, music, and 
tone of the video were largely executed by the creative department, but the 
strategic objectives, the research on the MRO buyers, the call for empathy, 
etc., had to be born from the overall marketing and leadership team. It was a 
collaborative process.

Creative collaboration may have several implications and benefits for the 
B2B marketer:

• Creativity and creative can start in concert with strategy to influence 
strategic, channel, and execution ideas early in the process.

• Diversity in thinking is important; the more minds the better to create a 
“collective intelligence.”

• Many other business aspects will be affected by creative decisions, 
including the business model, sales process, staffing, customer outcomes, 
etc.

• Big, bold, and differentiated creative strategies will need the courage, 
commitment, and investment from leadership: get this early and often.

• Early injection of creativity creates ownership and advocacy for the ideas, 
which is especially important as the ideas depart from the usual, create risk, 
or rock the boat.
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Strategy Enablement MeasurementBrand Loyalty

Creative everywhere in marketing (besides the creative department)

Considerations for creative 
collaboration

STRATEGY

Creativity needs to be injected at inception of strategy formulation, both in 
terms of creating innovative marketing strategies (e.g., new business models, 
bold approaches) and aligning the final creative execution (e.g., instructing 
design, copy, video, et al). Some aspects of creative strategy formulation may 
include:

Understand your customers (research):

Conduct primary and secondary research on customers to determine 
which creative strategies will work best. Go beyond “needs and speeds” to 
understand attitudinal and emotional triggers as well. Research should be 
both quantitative (e.g., first-party data, analytics, segmentation) and qualitative 
(front-line interviews, customer feedback, surveys). Share findings and insights 
across the process.

Understand your company: 

Understand the codes and conventions of your company and industry. 
Benchmarking competitors may be useful but may also simply show that the 
company is not differentiated. Research and benchmark companies outside of 
your sector, even (maybe especially) B2C brands.
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Departing from convention:

Once you understand what you are and what’s the same in the industry, 
determine bold and courageous departures from your convention. Manifest 
these in a “transformational idea” that will inspire creative, as well as set 
the path to change real behavior, operations, channel approach, customer 
experience, etc. Understand what will motivate behavior and what will drive 
customer action.

Workshops and collaboration: 

Include many minds from different disciplines in building and discovering your 
transformational idea. Use creativity (e.g., creative workshops) and exploration 
tools (e.g., frameworks) to guide discussions. Build advocacy and excitement at 
the same time you solve interesting and compelling creative challenges.

BRAND AND DEMAND

It’s tempting for B2B marketers to focus on immediate sales goals, hyper-targeted 
account-based marketing (ABM) efforts, sales support, and immediate lead 
generation. These are good and necessary activities, but building your brand over 
time is critical as well. Only a small portion of potential buyers are “in the market” 
at any given moment, and the ones who will be buyers and influencers next 
quarter and next year are learning about how engaging you are now. 

Being bold can fundamentally transform your brand and reputation in the 
marketplace. Think of each creative execution at the brand and campaign level. 
Branding and top-of-the-funnel awareness marketing activities often have the 
best opportunities to be innovative, show emotion, use humor, and promote the 
culture, purpose, and likeability of your people and company. Be sure to back 
up the creative pronouncements with real action and results (i.e., have real 
purpose, don’t “purpose wash”).
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ENABLEMENT: CREATIVITY WITH MEDIA AND 
CHANNELS

Embed bold and differentiated creative into the entire customer experience 
and customer journey. Understand where and when the customer interacts 
with creative and how it can affect key touchpoints. Understand that media 
and channels often link to different parts of the customer journey. For example, 
a television commercial during a weekend sporting event appeals to a 
different aspect of the buyer’s experience than requesting a whitepaper online 
or reading a LinkedIn blog while researching. Focus on matching the right 
person, at the right time, in the right place, with the right emotion, and ensure 
that creativity is formally part of the customer journey mapping process.  

Make your creative execution media/channel/platform specific. Leverage the 
strengths of each medium and mitigate their weaknesses. Don’t simply lift an 
ad/creative for one platform and put it on another (e.g., don’t copy and paste 
your email message into a social platform and think it works the same). Adopt 
best practices for applying creative to different formats, including length of 
message, call to action, visibility/size of headlines and photography, space 
limitations, likely attention span on the media, etc. Employ a melting pot of 
talent where the media and channel experts collaborate and educate creative 
practitioners with best practices and vice versa.

Consider creative tactics that are successful in B2C marketing, such as 
gamification campaigns, fluent devices (characters or avatars that are 
persistent across communications, like the Energizer Bunny), emotional 
content (AMSR-type videos, for example), and humor. 



Growth plans (e.g., relocation, 
expansion, market entry)

Problem with existing solution

Read thought leadership content

Industry changes (e.g., competitor 
activity, disruption)

External factors (e.g., change in 
regulations/compliance)

Sales/marketing materials

Internal financial triggers  
(e.g., additional budget)

Internal personnel changes

Read a news/editorial article

Expiring contract

Conversation with peer/colleague

Pre-scheduled review

Figure 2. A company’s growth plan is the top trigger to search for a new vendor
Top Triggers: Search for New Vendor

42%

35%

32%

32%

29%

28%

27%

27%

27%

26%

25%

20%

Source: WSJ Intelligence & B2B International “Trust Your Decision Study” July 2021. Base: Total respondents n=1,601. Q. What triggered the decision to search for a new provider of [Technology, 
Professional Services, Financial, Marketing/Sales]?
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LOYALTY/CUSTOMER LIFETIME VALUE

Too frequently, B2B companies will completely change their tone and 
engagement with buyers after they’ve committed to a purchase. The customer 
is moved to an onboarding/installation/service organization, and the marketing 
influence stops. Companies do switch vendors and are often within a new buying 
(i.e., “replacement”) cycle in a matter of a year or two in many instances (Figure 2).

Existing customers don’t need or appreciate constant campaigning for sure, 
but they don’t stop being human, they don’t abandon their values and they 
don’t stop searching for better relationships. Clients want to like and share 
values with their vendors throughout the relationship and don’t want to feel 
underserved or ignored.

Many marketers employ various loyalty and retention efforts with their clients. 
The same attention-getting, engaging creative ideas can and should come in 
play here. Creativity counts!

https://marketing.wsjbarrons.com/trust-your-decisions-research-study/p/1?utm_source=wsj-com-trustyourdecisionsresearch&utm_medium=vanity-url
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MEASUREMENT, ATTRIBUTION, AND TESTING

Effective measurement of creative and creativity is critical to understand what is 
working and what can be improved. It can be used to influence future decisions, 
to understand the effects on customer audiences, and even to justify new 
investments if the response and commercial success is proven. Measurement 
is also difficult. While not an exhaustive list, marketers should consider a few 
thoughts on measuring creative and creativity:

• Measure every pixel to see what is working and what is not, including 
language, photography, colors, format, clicks, views, campaign response data, 
etc.

• Differentiate hard quantitative metrics vs. those that measure creativity. 
Not every buyer is actively buying, so they may not contribute your click-rate 
type attribution measurement. Leverage qualitative and quantitative in the 
process. Adjust your KPIs to understand the impact of creativity both in terms 
of traditional performance and more subjective feelings. Leverage brand 
studies and emotional response tools to understand attitudes and emotions 
beyond the clicks and sales.

• Leadership opinion and tastes will always be important. Your team needs 
to be excited about what they are pursuing. Tap into and leverage their 
enthusiasm and commitment.

• Don’t forget about the impact of creativity on internal audiences, such as the 
sales force, employees, recruiting, retention, etc.

• Short- and long-term financial performance and commercial measurement 
will still be the final arbiters of whether the strategy was aligned with the 
overall financial business goals (e.g., more customers, more sales, profitability, 
etc.) Understand and use these metrics.



REAL-WORLD ENGAGEMENT 

Roundel’s creative approach to 
reaching marketers goes into the 
home and heart
Roundel is Target’s retail media network and advertising/data agency focused 
on helping brands advertise on Target properties and beyond. Its primary 
customers are marketing and media professionals, and its business model was 
traditionally face to face.  Suddenly, its customers were stuck in a work-from-
home world. Not only had their office spaces changed dramatically, but the 
way their own audiences shopped had changed dramatically, too. With all this 
uncertainty, they needed to market Target Product Ads by Roundel, which is a 
simple, cost-effective solution for reaching online Target shoppers. But, given 
the tentative and unusual state of their emotions, Roundel also needed to 
highlight the positive changes in a unique, eye-catching manner.
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The idea of the “unboxing moment” fit perfectly. Online shopping has always 
created that anticipatory moment of receiving a package. Target, in particular, 
leaned into it, with emails timed to inform and celebrate each step of the 
delivery process. 

The B2B campaign focused on high-design, box-based mailers that created 
distinctive and heartfelt experiences, using the search and shopping 
experience itself to tell the story of Target Product Ads in a box. Roundel 
reimagined Target Product Ads as a product purchased online and replicated 
that experience of discovery as a direct mail piece sent directly to the 
marketers’ homes.

To connect to the online world, premium wireless headphones were included 
and the piece directed the audience to listen to a podcast created with 
Second City. The combination of improv and shopper insights was the perfect 
way to tie up the unboxing moment Roundel created.

Stacy Freedman, Senior Account Executive at Roundel, applauded the 
ingenuity and performance of the campaign: “The thoughtfulness around 
the tie-in to the ‘unboxing moment’ theme really stood out to our agency 
partners, who already receive a great deal of mailers and gifts. This, coupled 
with the premium nature of the actual gift, drove immense awareness of our 
TPA product in a really impactful and buzzy way.”
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Conclusion
The B2B world has rarely seen this much change happen so quickly: 
digital transformation, new interaction models, and a fundamental change 
in the physicality and attitudes of buyers. It’s creating competitive rifts. 
And opportunities. The time for new differentiation and connection is now. 
Creativity can be key to finding new ways to connect the human buyers 
and their human emotions, values, and instincts. It’s time to be bold and 
courageous. To depart. Creative approaches are how the heart can hold hands 
with the head to engage customers in new levels of intimacy and empathy. 
And, of course, to win their business.

ABOUT MERKLE

Merkle, a dentsu company, is a leading data-driven customer experience 
management (CXM) company that specializes in the delivery of unique, 
personalized customer experiences across platforms and devices. For more 
than 30 years, Fortune 1000 companies and leading nonprofit organizations 
have partnered with Merkle to maximize the value of their customer 
portfolios. The company’s heritage in data, technology, and analytics forms 
the foundation for its unmatched skills in understanding consumer insights 
that drive hyper-personalized marketing strategies. Its combined strengths in 
performance media, customer experience, customer relationship management, 
loyalty, and enterprise marketing technology drive improved marketing results 
and competitive advantage. With more than 14,000 employees, Merkle is 
headquartered in Columbia, Maryland, with 50+ additional offices throughout 
the Americas, EMEA, and APAC. For more information, contact Merkle at 
1-877-9-Merkle or visit www.merkleinc.com.

Learn more about Merkle B2B by visiting merkleinc.com/b2b.
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